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Kress Funds To Be Used For Faculty Research

Budget Itemized
fy The College

<

Funds Open To
All Schools Of
The College
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, president, today announced that following recent approval
of
the
Clemson Board of Trustees, plans
are now under way to establish
the Claude W. Kress Endowment
Research Fund, made possible by
the bequest of the late Claude W.
Kress to this institution. The exact amount of the fund, though
unannounced, was
described as
"substantial."
"The purpose and aim of this
fund," Dr. Poole said, "will be the
promotion of scholarly and scientific research among the entire
Clemson College faculty. Work
under this heading will not be
restricted to any single division
or department of the college."
College authorities revealed that
S. H. Kress Company
common
stock will be accepted as Clemson's part of the will and that a
three-point "procedure" program
has been outlined for actual disbursement of the fund: (1) to allocate funds to any faculty member who has shown ability and
aptitude in research, and to encourage those who have not previously been engaged in research;
(2) to allocate funds to be used
in publishing worthy manuscripts
resulting from studies conducted
with these and other fund; and
(3) to allocate funds to be used in
building apparatus useful to scientific procedure.
Present plans call for the selection of a faculty
committee,
composed of men experienced in
scholary and scientific research,
for the purpose of studying proposed projects. It will be the duty
of this committee to determine
the need and worthiness of request, to pass upon the value of
manuscripts submitted for publication; to suervise the economic expenditure of the funds, and to prepare annual reports on achievements and accomplishments.
Members of the Kress family
will be notified of this action and
will be kept posted on the future
uesfulness and value of the will.
In order to otherwise perpetuate
the donor's name and in full appreciation of his interest in Clemson College, all due credit will be
given the Cdlaude W. Kress Endowment Research Fund on all
—-Continued on Page Four—

Dance Budget Made
More Reasonabl e
By Curfew Lift
Word from the powers that be
to the effect that the dance
curfew has been raised to two
hours instead of one, makes
this typical dance week-end
budget of a Clemson cadet
sound much more reasonable.
The budget follows:
... $1.00
Rental on tails
... 2.00
Studs and buttonet
.15
Laundry on tux shirt .... ...
35
New collar
.15
Stamps
~ ...
... -76
... 3.75
Dance tickets
Room in field house for
... 1.00
wench
... 1.50
Corsage
Shoe shine and cits pressed .35
... .10
Mints
.10
Coat checked at dance
... .40
Bats after dance
... .35
.... 1.05
Gasoline
Breakfast Sat., morn. ._ .40
.._ .18
Cigarettes
Eats at Jew Shop .... ... .16
Dinner Sat
.... ... 1.10
44
Show Sat. afternoon ...
Clemson pennants and
usual souveniers .... „.. .75
Supper in Anderson .... .... 1.50
05
Chewing gum
Drinks and crackers at
.... .30
dance
Fats at intermission
....
.27
Snack after dance ..
.32
Gas again (God!)
63
Church collection
.... .25
Breakfast Sun. morn.
40
Cigarettes
18
Dinner Sunday
.... 1.30
Cokes before departing
12
Total

$21.46

AN EDITORIAL

Furman Game
Holiday Set

Football Date
Ticket Prices
Date tickets for the Home
Coming Wake Forest-Clemson
game will be sold in the Field
House for SI.10, Head Coach
Frank Howard announced this
week.
Prices for the Furman- Clemson freshman game here Friday will be fifty-five cents, he
said.
The uniform will be the
"ticket of admission" for cadets,
as usual.

Westinghouse
Branch Has All
Clemson Men
A crying need at Clemson is exemplified by the gigantic auditorium at Winthrop
which is shown above.
For over two years now, Clemson cadets have been crowded into a chapel that will
come nowhere near holding the entire corps. Perhaps the faculty believes that there are
many things of more importance that Clem son needs, but they either don't come to assemblies or they sit on the platform, so they wouldn't know what it means to stand up.
But we .express the student's viewpoint.
Either make an attempt to secure atfcqUate~ seating facilities for the students, or
curtail the neumber of assemblies.
But in passing, we would like to have a a showpiece like the one pictured above.
—Staff Photo

The Chattanooga office of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, one of four
branch offices in the Southeast, is
completely staffed by Clemson men.
This office, which handles the
North Georgia territory and the
greater part of Tennessee, and controls field locations in Knoxville
and Nashville, is headed by Branch
Manager J. G. Simpson, a native
of Pendleton and a member of the
first graduating class at Clemson.
Other Clemson men holding positions in the office are R. R.
Shedd, 1920, who is the senior salesman; E. S. Giles, 1937, who is the
junior salesman; and William Folk,
Jr., also of the class of 1937 who
is office manager.

Tiger Brotherhood Takes Ten Crazy House
Outstanding Junior Lead ers Be Presented
George Campbell
Again Leads
Singing At Chapel
Mr. George Campbell, of Cincinnati, Ohio, a popular visitor here,
was on the campus this week for
the purpose of leading the Cadet
Corps and other groups in singing
programs.
"The Colonel", as he is sometimes called, has been a frequent
visitor at Clemson for a number
of years. He is well known on practically
every
college
campus
throughout the eastern part of the
United States for his work in connection with the National Y. M. C.
A., and in leading group singing.
-With Mr. Campbell this year was
Bill Wharton, talented young musician who rendered numerous selections on the piano and accordian. The majority of the chapel
programs on Monday and Tuesday
was devoted to the singing of well
known American songs and marches.
The local Y. M. C. A. secured the
services of Mr. Campbell, and in
addition to the chapel programs, he
conducted several other group singings at the "Y".

Winthrop Play
Be Given Here
"Ladies In Waiting," a three act
murder mystery by Cyril Campion,
presented in the Winthrop auditorium last Saturday night by the
Senior Class there, will be presented here sometime in the near
future, if plans can be worked out,
Miss Mary
Katherin Littlejohn,
president of the Winthrop Senior
Class, said.
Plans call for the presentation
of the Clemson Senior class play at
Winthrop also.
Members of the
cast included
Misses Mary
Elizabeth Stanley,
Eleanor McDermid, Frances Ellerbe, Jean Hopper, Sarah, Howie,
Ellen Bell, Anna Airheart, Sara
Ellen Cunningham, and Marjorie
Logan.

Woodward Gets
Honorary Bid

The Tiger Brotherhood, local
leadership and service fraternity,
Tuesday night elected ten prominent Clemson juniors to membership, and extended an invitation to
honorary membership to J. H. Wood
ward, secretary of the alumni association and assistant to the president.
Selections were based on character, leadership, and service to
Clemson, Frank. H. Thames, president of the Brotherhood said.
The juniors tapped are R. L.
Breeland, general science student
from Columbia; J. F. Hare, general science student from Elmira,
New York; T. C. Moss, agriculture student from Cameron; L. S.
Ligon, textile engineer from Greenville; Walter H. Goggans, pre-med
student from Newberry; J. Russell
McRae, agricultural economics student from Clio; Milton LeRoy, general science student from Greenwood; Curtis A. Suthern, chemistry student from Taunton, Mass.;
Robert L. Buchanan, electrical engineer from Greenwood; and Robert G. Hufford, industrial physics
major from Clemson.
An informal initiation will begin
tomorrow morning and run through
the Wake Forest game next Saturday afternoon.
The initiates will furnish an information booth for Homecoming
day, Thames said.

Printer Have Blue
Key Directory Out
By Thanksgiving
Harry Sturgis,
editor of the
1941-1942 Blue Key directory, announced last night that this year's
directory will probably be back
from the printers in time for distribution
before
Thanksgiving
holidays.
Sturgis said that the material
for the directory has been sent
to the local print shop, and that
the directory will contain a complete list of all clubs, fraternities,
publications, and college authorities, as well as the usual student
directory.
"The directory will be similar
to last year's except for the paper.
Due to the scarcity of paper, we
had to get a lower grade of paper,"
Sturgis said.

Auto Accident
Injures Cadet
D. C. Herlong, senior agriculture student,
was injured last
night when an automobile struck
him in front of the L. C. Martin
Drug Company.
He was taken to the Anderson
Hospital. Late last night, it was
reported that no bones were found
broken, but that bruises were serious.
Doctors said that he would probably released from the hospital
at an early date.

"Crazy House, a three-act farce
by Pete Williams, will be presented to the student body in the College Chapel Monday night, Sergeant K. R. Helton, president of
the club, announced last week. The
play will be staged again Tuesday
night for members of the faculty
and other people of the Clemson
community. •
The play, which
is under the
direction of Professor Archie McDowell, of the
English department, is a fast moving
comedy
built around the happiness and
trouble of an eccentric family.
Sergeant Helton had this to say
about the play:
" 'Laugh and the world laughs
with you' has survived the onslaughts of the new
school of
skeptical psychology and remains,
as always, a practical approach to
personal happpiness.
Pete Williams, the well known American
dramatist, must have
had this
truism in mind when he sat down
to write his most recent stage success, "Crazy House." For in the
short time since
its release for
national
production,
this new
three-act farce-comedy has provided audiences
throughout the
country
with more
laughs per
minute than the most delicately
attuned stop-watch could possibly
record."
Tickets
are on sale
with all
members of the senior platoon.

Lieut. Robert Agnew,
Clemson '40, has been
reported killed in an
Army Plane crash in
California. Bad weather
is believed to be the
cause of the accident.

Clemson Man
Crash Victim
Lieutenant Robert Agnew, of
Donalds, mechanical engineering
graduate of 1940, was reported
killed in an Army plane crash
while flying from Stockton, California to Staffett Field.
Private Dan Fisk, former star
center on the University of San
Francisco football team, was a passenger with Lieutenant Agnew.
Reports have reached Oakland
that two bodies had been found
in the wreckage of an Army plane
in Niles Canyon, about midway between Stockton and Moffett Field.
The bodies had not been positively
identified up to a late hour last
night, but Lieutenant Agnew and
Private Fisk are the only missing
aviators in that area not accounted
for, according to Army officials.
The cause of the crash has not
been determined, ' but the weather
is believed to have contributed to
the disaster. Lieutenant Agnew
picked up Fisk at Salt Lake City,
but was forced to land at Stockton
because of rain, fog and low-hanging clouds. The plane proceeded after the weather cleared somewhat.

Education Frat
Finds Only Two
Eligible Now
Two outstanding seniors in Industrial Education and one associate member are this week being inducted into Iota Lambda
Sigma, national professional honorary
fraternity for Industrial
Education students.
The seniors
being tapped are W. C. Hawkins,
Central, and S. F. Crews, Hampton. The associate member is Mr.
E. A. Muller, professor at the
Murry Vocational High School in
Charleston.
The final degree of the initiation will be held Friday and will
be climaxed with a banquet in
Walhalla for all members in honor
of the new imembers.
Officers of the fraternity are
W. C. Foster, Spartanburg, president, G. F. Goblet, Mt. Pleasant,
vice president, and C. E. Evans,
Orangeburg, secretary and treasurer. Professor J. L. Brock, head of
the department of Industrial Education, is the chapter secretary.

Fall Foolishness—

Autumn Ball Ready Next Week
Dean Hudson and his orchestra,
the band that made last year's Autumn Ball one of the best dances
ever staged at Clemson, will be on
the rostrum next weekend when
students and alumni will celebrate
Homecoming and the Wake Forest
football game with what is expected to be' the big dance of the
year—Autumn Ball.
Long .a popular orchestra at
Clemson, Dean and his group will
be making their fifth appearance
here at these dances. Their first appearance was in 1937.

He is a favorite of college and
university students having starred
at Duke; Harvard, Virginia, Washington and Lee, Clemson, Iowa
State, University of Florida, University of New Hampshire, Simmons, Sweet Briar, and the universities of North and South Carolina.
Features with the band are the
Four Dixie Debs, a beautiful quartette of talented young misses with
a speciality for rhythm, charming
Miss Juanita Simpson and hand-

some Jack Kimel as featured vocalists, and the Florida
Clubmen,
nineteen voices, a Capella choir.
Hudson organized his band while
a student at the University of Florida and since that time has grown
steadily in importance to the music world. His band is the full ensemble type, featuring muted bass
clarinets—his library divided into
three compartments, sweet, novelty
and swing.
Colvin and the members of the
CDA are making arrangements to

accommodate tne large crowd which
is expected. The decorations will
be fixed so that as much dancing
space as possible will be available.
Jack Klinck, Central Dance Association treasurer, has announced
that the tickets for the Friday night
formal will be $2.04 plus 21 cent
tax, and for the Saturday night
hop will be $1.59 plus 16 cent tax.
There will be no reduction on the
book ticket since the total price,
including the tax, is one d611ar less
than last year's dance.

Clemson College officials appeared before the Budget Commission
on October 28th and requested an
appropriation of $280,880.00 for
1942 Collegiate Activities. This is
an increase of $75,880.00 over the
Colonel Herbert
M. Pool,
1941 appropriation.
commandant, announced TuesSPECIAL REQUESTS
day that
Thanksgiving holiThese additional funds are needdays will begin on Saturday,
ed for:
November 22 and end on Mon1. An Armory. Under the terms
day, November 24. In making
of an Act of Congress, Clemson,
the announcement, the Colonel
as a Land-Grant College is eligisaid that each student will be
ble for a grant of $100,000 thorugh
permitted to leave the camthe WPA for an Armory. This
pus after his
last class on
amount is not sufficient to proSaturday and must return to
vide the space required for Clemthe barracks by long roll, 8:30
son's ROTC unit and the LegislaP. M., Monday.
ture is being asked lor $50,000.00
"Classes are to start at 8
additional. The proposed building
o'clock on the 22nd, and nawill contain a large room for genturally, we are not going to
eral use by the cadets, classrooms,
have the
regular Saturday
storage space, and offices for the
morning inspection," the ComMilitary Staff. Much storage space
mandant said. "Any student
will be required for new and mewho does not have classes on
chanized equipment to be used in
that Saturday
will be perthe future. The military equipment
mitted to leave
the college
now at the College is in the baseimmediately after breakfast,"
ments of two buildings for lack
Colonel Pool concluded.
of room elsewhere. Class work is
being held in the basements of the
Main Building and the Old Textile
Building. Military training is required of every cadet and the proposed Armory is a pressing need.
This request of $50,000.00 to the
Legislature is approximately the
same amount as the total of all
payments to the ROTC students by
the War Department last session.
Every student in the ROTC is granted an allowance on his uniforms,
the settlement being made in connection with the Fourth Quarter's
The first issue of The Agrarian, payments in the spring. In addition
the quarterly publication of the there is paid direct to each junior
school of agriculture, will be dis- and senior in the ROTC a subsistence allowance. The financial
tributed this week, Edward P. Hu- help has meant a college educaguenin, editor-in-chief said last tion for many a student unable to
night.
pay all the expenses.
Featured in the magazine is a
The proposal to the Legislature
reprint of a recent broadcast made is to provide 50 cents for each
by Dr. Gilbeart H. Collins, profes- $1.50 allotted by the Federal Govsor of agronomy. Author of this ernment next year. This will then
month's guest editorial is the state enable the ROTC Activities
to
commissioner of agriculture, J. Roy properly carry on m keeping with
Jones. Dr. H. T. Polk is saluted its importance as a major departfor his extensive experimental work ment of Clemson contributing to
the National Defense Program.
in soils.
DONATED EQUIPMENT
Other interesting and informative
2. Donated Equipment. Friends
articles include Dairy Equipment
and Methods, by Edwin B. Collins; and supporters of the College have
Ccoperatives, by Jack Shaffer; Bet- provided for new educational equipter Bulls—More Profit by W. Ed- ment valued at about $75,000.00. For
wards; Cotton Weather Research, the present the names of these'
by C. B. Fellers; and The Winter friends cannot be announced. To install and make usable to the stuCorn Crop by L. C. Hammond. The dents these pieces of equipment it
regular features, Between the Fur- will take at least $20,000.00.
A
rows and About This and That, are technical institution must keep
also included.
abreast of the times if it is to be
A new feature, a pictorial page of maximum service. This equipshowing scenes cf the campus, is ment properly installed will be of
being initiated in the Agrarian. All benefit not only to students on the
the articles are profusely illustrat- campus, but to industry throughout
ed and a great deal of credit should South Carolina.
go to the South Carolina Experi3. Fertilizer Inspection and Anment Station for their cooperation alysis. Part of Clemson's income
in furnishing a number of these is derived from the fertilizer inspection and analysis tax. This inpictures.
come is considerably less than it
was 20 to 25 years ago. Changes
m agricultural programs", the use
of higher grade fertilizers,
and
general economic conditions have
no doubt been contributing factors
Short crops this year will affect
purchases of fertilizers another season. For the College to continue
its present high standard it has
Fifteen hundred copies of The become necessary to ask for $5Slip Stick, periodical publication 880.00 to suuplement this source of
of the schools of engineering and income.
THE REGULAR BUDGET
architecture, will be distributed to
For the usual operating expenall engineering and architecture
students in school Monday night, ses, which include personal service,
it was announced yesterday by F. supplies, materials and all other
S. Webster, editor of the maga- items, the same appropriation of
zine. Three issues are planned for $205,000,000 was requested for 1942.
This present appropriation inthis year, the next to appear in cludes funds to pay half the cost
January, Webster said.
of the new Water Plant. With this
The magazine, founded last year appropriation the College will be
as a publication of the engineering able next year to make needed salschool, has been enlarged to include ary adjustments in the Collegiate
the school of architecture.
This Staff and to provide four new promarks the first time that the archi—Continued on Page Four
tects^ have been directly represented in a publication of this kind.
Featured articles in the first issue are "Some General Considerations bn the Fundamentals of Science," Dr. I. P. Orens of the physics department, and a composite
article on waterwheels by members
of the staff. Thirteen articles are
An eighteen year old girl is
included, eleven by students and two
the noisiest thing
God ever
by members of the faculty. Profesinvented.
sor B. E. Fernow's article, "How to
—R. Taylor
Study," is the other faculty cintribution.
Charleston is just the sediA new cover design by R. S.
ment of our good up-country
Woodhurst is carried for the first
that has washed
down the
time. The cover will be printed in
rivers—that's the good part of
red and white.
the town.
Besides Editor Webster, members
—Gee
of the executive staff are Business
Manager L. H. Harden, Assistant
That's printers' shorthand.
Business Manager A. W. Scmer—Hunter
ville, Advertising Manager M. N.
Sprouse, and Circulation Manager
I've just out-talked my wife
S. M. Hasell. Associate Editors are
C. F. Bessent, T. A. Bessent, and —temporarily.
—Ward
J. W, Nims.

First Issue Of
Agrarian Due
Monday Night

Slip Stick Be
ssued Monday
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Picture Show Conduct—
Right-thinking Clemson men are bitterly protesting the
ill-behavoir of certain members of the corps in the local
theatres, according to this week's survey of student opinion.
The Tiger has long deplored the unforgiveable rudeness
exhibited every now and then by a few thoughtless cadets.
With a great majority of the student body clamoring for
better conduct, the situation must be improved.
A word to the wise is usually sufficient. If not, sterner
measurers can and will be taken.

Let's Bring It Here—
Several members of this newspaper staff had the
pleasure of attending at Winthrop college last week-end
the play, "Ladies in Waiting," a production of the senior
class of that institution. The play was delightfully presented
and proved most interesting to us. We thought it was one
of the best we've seen recently.
While we were there, it occurred to us that it would
be mighty fine if the production could be brought to Clemson for presentation. There would be enough appeal, certainly.
We understand that arrangements are being made to
have a Clemson performance of this Winthrop senior class
epic, if agreeable with the cast of the play, at a time when
it could be worked in with the program planned for the
cadet corps by the Clemson Little Theater Group.
It sounds good to us.

Hint—
Yesterday, while Clemson's . Twenty-three hundred
cadets were smartly parading* on Bowman Field, all'clad
in strict uniform, eight Army officers on the Hill reviewed the parade.
The officers on the Hill, however, looked more like a
parade than the cadets. For, out of the eight men, there
were five distinctly different uniforms.
Compare the ratio: Cadets—2,300 to 1. Officers—8
to 5.
Nott bad, is it?

Curfew
The curfew has been lengthened. If you like the twohour rule better than crowding a lot of activity into sixty
minutes, and The Tiger emphatically does, you might drop
a word of thanks to CDA prexy Jake Colvin or Treasurer
Jack Klinck or to the other members of the dance association, all of who worked hard to get the president to reconsider the ruling.
Incidentally, the Autumn Ball dance tickets, with the
same orchestra playing that played last fall, will be exactly one dollar less, which is very surprising in view of
rising prices and national defense.
However, since the government will have its share,
there will be no reduction on the block ticket. Instead the
money we students have been saving will go to Uncle Sam
and John Bull to beat Mr. Hitler. All of which deserves
another bouquet for the CDA.
,
T. K. C.

War Propaganda—
Ever since we've been at Clemson we've been reading
conflicting stories on who won what in this World War II.
We've heard,so many interpretations of the situation by
experts who proved to be very inexppert that it was a
relief to read the situaton as foreseen by one Ralph Fleming of the Albrightiian, publication of Albright College in
Pennsylvania, which goes as follows:
" So far in this struggle, Hitler seems to have been
caught'with his "panzers" down, and, with winter setting
in, it may soon be a question of who has the best antifreeze in their tanks. That's where the Russians lost out
in the last war. They couldn't stand the thought of having
to waste all that good alcohol on radiators while they
themselves had to keep warm on diluted vodka.
But if Hitler is stalled in reality, his propaganda bureau is certainly making up for it theoretically, The German people might not have any tender steaks to sharpen
their bridgework on, but they certainly have an abundance
of nice juicy war communiques.
They're certainly proving the truth of the old axiom,
"The pen is mightier than the sword." Every evening
Goebbels sits back in his arm chair, pulls out his eversharp, and proceeds to wipe out six Soviet divisions with
a twist of his wrist. He can take care of a million Russians
almost as fast as Roosevelt can take care of a billion green\ back*.-*'

By

COCHPAN

JUDSON CHAPIN

Returning to our own campus a
few minutes, we recall the often
told story by cadets to various girl
friends that
whenever Bowman
field needed cutting, and because
the college does not own a large
enough lawn-mower, herds of cows
are staked
out upon the aforementioned field to graze.
We of course thought this a lot
of twaddle (psychological and otherwise until last Monday when a
group of some
15 or 2 Obellicose
cows came dashing across Bowman
field, paused a minute and charged up hotel hill. It was quite
a
revelation.
When the herd made its appearance, one group of boys suffering
in a psychology class rushed
to
the windows to see the fun. One
Dairy major, wishing to show his
classmates just why he made an
A in animal Husbandry, turned to
the fellow next to him ' and said
proudly, "I'll bet you did not know
that those
are
Jersey
cows.
"Whereupon his neighbor replied
emphaticly.
"How do you
expect
me to
know, I can't see
their license
plates from here:"
SHELL GAME
Famous Battle
cry of freedom
(Quote)
"The enemy is as thick as peas
in a pod!
"Well, shell the
hell out of
them! (Unquote)
"Don't have your laundry ruined by
machinery,
we do it by
hand."
LIMESTONE CUT UPS
From all
reports, Hallowe'en
night at Limestone College was
some affair. Agent G55 (Lucy P.)
reports that
hundreds
of beds
were short sheeted,
rooms were
wrecked, bottles
flew, screams
rent the hallways accompanied by
moans and groans. It was all quite
wierd. I also heard that as a practical joke, one madine
put her
golden locked head into a room
full of people and shouted "fire!"
. . . Somebody did!
TRUE! TRUE!
Under the
heading of good
sound philosophy comes the following notation:
An army
rifle
weighs 8.69
pounds, but after you have been
carrying one all day, the decimal
drops out.
Amen, brother, amen!
JUST TIRED
We nominate a certain Carolina
student (Ain't
mentionin'
no
names) as the laziest individual of
this week and any other week.
It seems that this
young lad
was lying on a bed in the dormitory taking life easy while roommate was sitting on the bed beside him
smoking
a cigarette.
Sensing the whif of good old nicotine against his olfactory nerves,
our hero decided he wanted a drag
from his old ladies' weed. Would'
you believe it,
this lad was so
lazy that he had
his roommate
place the cigarette between
his
lips and then give
him artificial
respiration so as he could inhale!
AFFAIR OF THE HEART
Washington, they
had MANY
adventures. Miles (Fostoie Hunter, alternate leader of the platoon
and Claudius
Bancroft Lesesnne
were ambling down Rhode Island
avenue, when a young man rushed up
to them and
introduced
himself. It seems
taht he had
graduated
from P.
C. In the
course of the conversation he asked,
"Do either of you know
Miles
Hunter?" Footsie was about to reveal himself when C. Bancroft interrupted with, "Oh yes, we know
hmi. He's here
in Washington
some place, but we
don't know
just where."
"Well,"
answered the
fellow
none too amicably, "He has been
cutting me out with
my gal at
Winthrop. If you see him, give
him this card!"
Well, it looks like Footsie has a
duel on his hands. Cream puffs at
twenty paces!
FURMAN DOPE
Over in Greenville a week ago
we saw a pitfull sight. A Furman
laddie has indulged in alcoholic
spirits to the point of saturation.
He was gleefully rambling down
the main stem, taking time out
now and then to fall in the gutter, singing away with great gusto. Suddenly he walked into a street
lamp, Taken by surprise he reared back and went forward again
into the lampost.
Putting
both
hands upon the post he felt his
way all around
it about
three
imes and suddenly screamed.
"My God! I'm walled in!"
P. S. Last story courtesy the
Carolina Gamecock.

7Ae
6alle<fiate
Reuieu*
Ninety-five students are employed
in NYA work at the University of
Akron.
Of 20 members of the first board
of regents of the University of
Michigan, created in 1837, only
seven held college degrees.
The University of North Carolina,
although an institution of the state,
did not receive state appropriations
for nearly 100 years after its founding.
Largest concrete dome in the
world, 110 feet in diameter, is at
McAlister auditorium of Tulane
University. Hayden Planetarium
dome, 90 feet in diameter, is next.

M.

OF CARLETON COLLEGE
ENTERTAINS BY .SOLOACTING SCORES OF
SHAKESPEAREAN AND
MODERN PLAYS. HE
HAS" MEMORIZED OVER

1,000,000 WORDS/
Y\LE UNIVERSITY
HAS THE ADDRESSES
OF ALL BUT SO OF
ITS 31,003 GRADS/

«K
PROF, CDCHRAN USES NO
MAKEUP AND BY INTONATIONS AND ACTIONS LET?
HIS AUDIENCE RECOGNIZE
••-THE CHARACTERS'"

WRIER HCISE
TAVERN,
A FAVORITE
WITH HARVARD
STUDENTS
IN THE EARLY
l&OO'S, WAS
FAMOUS TOR
ITS ,DR.INKS
AND STEAKS-,
HENCE P0PTCRH3U?€ STEAKS/

OHIO STATE U A
TREE IS PLANTED ON
THE CAMPUS IN HONOR
OF EACH STUDENT
NAMED ON AN ALLAMERICAN FOOTBALL ,
TEAM/

AT
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Talk of the

Town
By HARRIS HOLLIS
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It was fitting The Anderson Daily Mail awarded its
weekly Scroll of Honor to Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn last week. Possibly no other man in the past fifteen
years has played a greater part in shaping the destiny
of Clemson than has he. Unassuming and modest, Mr.
Littlejohn is the "man behind the scenes" whose splendid
work in the role of financial wizard for the College speaks
for itself. Largely through his efforts in the past seven
years Clemson has built five new barracks, a new textile
building, an agricultural building, a modern field house
and an up-to-date water system, and is now building a
20,000 seat capacity stadium.
These are some of his larger*
tasks. In addition this and the son Man".
He attributes it to the military:
normal duties of a college business
tasks. In addition to this and the and maybe he's right. Regardless
keen interest in. student affairs, of what it may be attributed to
has always been willing to lend it's there, and has been here for
his sound advice to students who fifty years, and it'll be here as
long as the institution continues
seek it.
,
Nowhere could
the
Anderson to hold on to the democratic prin
Daily Mail find a more worthy ciples it has always set forth as a
person than James Cocoran Little- criteria of student government.
john to give this outstanding award
DISCIPLINE
of honor.
Our friend Oscar tells this one
BRANDING IRON
It seems that Oscar had just reGeorge Campbell, the
YWCA turned to his room to sleep through
singing director who barnstorms a class after beating out of the
around from place to place said Saturday morning inspection in his
something that seemed to me to be private sanction.
pretty significant during his visit
Just before pulling the covers
on the campus earlier this week. over his innocent head, he heard
His hobby for many years has been a freshman In a barroom treble
to make these tours and he's fam- roar from one barracks to another
iliar with the attitude and general rat in the next barracks.
atmosphere on the campuses of
"Say, Joe," he shouted feebly
the many colleges and universities "how did you come out at inspeche's visited. He said it when we tion?" "Fine," Joe shot back, "got
were sitting around in a bull ses- two merits."
sion down at Holtzy's YMCA last
"Merits?", the first rat asked
Sunday night. We were shootin g surprised, "Why, they're unheard
lot of bull about various things. of on this company. Even CapDr. Sidney Crouch, the parson, tain Couch only has two, and he
Mr. Holtzy, Dick Sosnowski, and took six weeks to give them to
Lang Ligon were there, if you want himself."
a reason why we shot the bull.
The conversation took a serious
HE KNEW ALL THE TIME
note for a while and "Singing
Mitchell Simmons, brilliant auGeorge" got over on the subject thor of this column last year has
of Clemson.
at last conclusive proof that he
"There's a spirit here at Clem- is now a graduate of this instituson tnat is noticably absent on tion. He received his diploma this
every other campus I've visited," he week after a long and many times
said, and that is the congenial precarious scholastic career.
and friendly manner in which evSimmons said last week, however,
ery Clemson man speaks to his that he had conclusive proof befellow classman. It's the only place fore he received the said sheepI've ever seen it before."
skin that he was a full-fledged
George Campbell is a keen man, alumnus. Reason: He lost his shirt,
but what he noticed about Clem- etc., in a wager on the Carolina
son is no more than the average game.
John C. Citizen would have noticed.
Members of the senior platoon
Comments from the many visi- are full of chatter about the wontors on the campus establish the derful treatment accorded them
fact that there is something about from the Washington alumni and
Thomas G. Clemson's institution friends. Several members had a
that brands each of it's products talk with Trustee James Francis
in a peculiar indelible
manner Byrnes, associate justice of the
which identifies each as "A Celm- United States Supreme Court.

Dear Tom:
At the last meeting of the P. T.
A. an editorial which appeared in
The TIGER was brought to the
attention of the members. This
editorial spoke of a gift of money
from the Little Theater to the P.
T. A., and accused the P. T. A. of
lack of appreciation. It was voted
at this meeting to have a committee write the Little Theater and
send a copy of the letter to The
Tiger.
First, we wish to express our regret that the P. T. A. has made no
acknowledgment of this gift. The
money was given to the Treasurer
of the P. T. A. during the summer
when no meetings were being held
by the organization. In the fall,
thru some oversight, this amount
was carried over in the balance
and the organization thru ignorance failed to order the secretary
to express our appreciation. The
fact remains1 that we were very
remiss and we wish at this time
to offer our apologies. We also
wish to express our sincere thanks

for this gift and the other acts
of cooperation of the Little Theater.
The P. T. A. was further advised that this
editorial was
prompted not only by the failure
to acknowledge receipt of this
money, but by the action of the
Board of Trustees in denying the
Little Theater the use, of the school
auditorium for Little Theater performances. We wish to assure the
Little Theater that the P. T. A.
had no knowledge of, nor influence
on, any action which the Board
of Trustees of the Calhoun-Clemson School may have taken relative
to the Little Theater. The P. T. A.
is an organization for the improvement of the school and holds no
official relationship to the Board
of Trustees. We shall be very glad
to cooperate with you or other
campus activities in any way possible.
Again thanking you for your cooperation,
Yours very truly,
P. T. A. COMMUTES:

After a short stretch of bad
weather, the Flying
Cadets
of
Clemson rounded out this week
—that the Military Department
with eight men making their first
solo flight at the Anderson air- just aint talking.
—osear says—
port.
They were: Cadets J. P.
—that the Little Theater perBadia, P. C. Chaplin, G. H. Fairey, formance should be a dilly with
J. M. Klinck, A. M. LaBree, H. S. Jenkins and Chapin in the leading
Payne, W. M. Pitts, and J. Vall- roles.
dejuli. Each man has made a
—oscar eays—
record of his acheivement by in—that John New is still in the
scribing his name and date of running for something, gut right
flight on that portion of his shirt- off hand, he (oscar) can't recall
tail removed by his fellow cadets, what it is.
and racking same to the walls
—oscar eays—
—that John Richard should make
inside the airport office. Already
there are ten such banners in the a darn good Colonel.
—-oscar says—
office, and more are expected any
—that if the picture show doesn't
day now.
Following his first solo flight, quiet down soon, his (oscar's) name
the student enters stage B of pri- is going to decorate the bust sheet
as reporting officer.
mary instruction which consists ot
—oscar eays—
at least five hours practice on those
—that Ed White is following in
maneuvers learned during his first the Southerlin's heelprints.
eight hours instruction except spins
—oscar eays—
and stalls. A certain amount of
—that Dusenbury was the wrong
danger is attached to the execu- name in his (oscar's) column last
tion of these two maneuvers and week.
—oscar eays—
they are done only when the in—that Tiger Brotherhood almost
structor is in the plane "just in
did all right.
case".
—oscar eays—
Have you ever flown a plane
—that Winthrop is a fine place.
all by yourself with no one else Even Bob Hufford likes it. Oscar
in there not even one single per- does.
son? If you have, you know what
—oscar eays—
—that John Harvey must have
a thrill is; if you haven't-you still
have something to live for. You're been blinded by the shine on the
very confident up until the time Lady's boots at the Anderson Fair
when you discover that you have Tuesday night, else he would have
only about thirty minutes more' ot stopped.
—oscar eays—
dual instruction slated, after which
—that Howard Tartletor* can
you are supposed to take it up prove that George Washington wasalone. Then you begin to get a n't the only one that chopped
little doubtful as to your ability down a cherry tree.
■—oscar says—
to handle that little sixty-five
—that there was all *kinds of
horsepower
Cub.
The climax
comes when those last few minutes mud spread around in Washington.
—oscar fcays—
of dual instruction tick away and
—that you had better whip that
you land at the direction of the Taps pix up, because this is abinstructor. You've known all the solutely the last time the Taps
time that he was going to get out photographer will be here.
and tell you to take it up, but
■—oscar eays—
—that the Taps Beauties, while he
when it actually happens, you're
(oscar)
is
on
the subject, will probgenuinely surprised. "What time
do you have to be back at school?'1 ably be as impartial a choice as
he asks. "Oh any time," you an- they always have been.
•—oscar eays—
swer nonchalantly. Whereupon he
—that the Jew Shop has branchbegins to unbuckle his safety belt ed out in its line. Just1 ask Mr.
and parchute harness, steps out, Shorty Henry.
and delivers his farewell address
—oscar eays—
—that if Sergeant Hendricks of
given only to students making their
first solo flight: "Give me three E-2 keeps up his present military
good take-offs, rectangular courses life, he will, no doubt ,be one of
and I'll see you at the hangar.
So long." He turns his back on
you and starts trudging wearily
across the field toward the hangar, and turning the plane around
you taxi to the end of the runway
preparatory to taking off.
The
plane is headed into the wind with
the throttle opened wide. Slowly,
it gains speed until the tail is off
the ground. A short run is made,
and a slight amount of back-pressure on the cbntrol stick raises
the nose and you're off. In order
to return your original position
and land, you must make four
ninety degree turns to the left
after reaching an altitude of 400
feet. This is-known as a rectangu
By QUILLIAN BROWN
lar course.
Except for noticing
E. F. Arnold (1) Greenwood, S. C.
that the instructor's seat up front
is about the emptiest seat you've It isn't nice the way the cadets
ever seen, you're too busy handling act. I think an officer shoUld be
the plane to be at all nervous, and put in charge to maintain order.
Paul Gregory (4) Marietta, Ga.
before you know it you are gliding
in for a landing. One of the three Hardly anything could be done. As
landings is a bit bumpy, but the long as there's a show on the camother two are perfect. You grin pus, there will be unnecessary noise.
Laddie Dantzler (4) Eutawville,
broadly as you step out of the
S. C. I wish it could be corrected,
plane, and your chest measure- but I don't know what measures
ment has increased by at least three could be taken.
inches because now you are an
"Whitey" Graham (4) Salisbury,
airman-or think you are, anyhow N. C. I think if you brought it to
A little play was enacted in the attention of the cadets, they
front of one of the hangars at the would correct it themselves.
airport several
days , ago.
The
Bruce Hamilton .(4) Fort Mill, S.
Civil Aeronautics inspector had just C. If the cadets sitting next to
examined a private pilot and refus- the ones making the noise would
ed to renew his license. It seems speak to them, it would partially
that the pilot could perform all correct the trouble, I think.
J. P. McLeod (3) Greenville, S. C.
the necessary maneuvers except one
and this one little •■ detail was to I think the same punishment should
prevent his flying a plane alone be given for raising cain in the
until he could pass the examina show, as is given for raising- cain
tion. Unreasonable? No, because on the campus.
H. E. Brown (3) Greenville, S. C.
rigid enforcement of flight rules
When somebody pays twenty-cents
has kept accidents and deaths at to see a show, he wants to see
a minimum, and is vitally respon- and hear the show. I think the
sible for the advancement of avi- person who makes the unnecessary
ation in America. Continued ad- noise should be put out of the
vancement will be possible only If show.
this policy is continued.
D. O. Martin (3) Anderson, S.
C If you could catch the person,
I think it should carry a good stiff
bust. With this in mind, I think
the cadets would be more mindful
of the other people in the theater.
J. B. Cornwell (3) Chester, S. C.
When -a cadet causes a disturbance
in the theater, I think he should
be warned. In the event he persists in making noises, I think he
should be removed from the show
W. H. Wylie (1) Winnsboro, S. C.
Large, long, and little may be deI think they should be made to
scriptive adjectives to Webster, but
keep quiet, by keeping M. P.'s on
to Dr. Arthur C. Poe, associate pro- duty at all time.
fessor at Kent State university,
D. A. Crawford (1) Winnsboro,
they are the names of three students who sit side by side in one S. C. I think if you told the caabout it, they would try to
of his classes. The names belong dets
keep quiet.
to Arthur Large, Charles Little, and
Evelyn Long.

our high ranking senior privates
next year.
—oscar eays—

—that for Winthrop's . information, Ben Leonard has a new Interest at Agnes Scott.
—oscar eays—

—that from the way Croxon
haunts the staff tables in the big
mess hall, it's plain he's going to
rate something big.
■—oscar eays—-

—that the Anderson Fair
is
strictly second-hand for those who
saw the one in Columbia. It's the
same company.
—oscar eays—

—that judging from rehearsals,
"Crazy House" should be entertaining.
■—oscar eays—■

—that all the junior nut boys
who have their eyes on sergeantmajor's stripes (in Sosnowski's battalion) can settle down again. The
lucky man has been picked, but he
(oscar) can't tell who.
—oscar eays—

—that the riff-raff that drifts
into this office is appalling.
—oscar eays—

—that somebody ought to beat
hell o'ut of somebody for that pig
incident in the mess hall. Revolting
is the word.
—oscar eays—

—that Anderson College's
was appreciated.

card

—oscar eays—

—that he wishes somebody would
tell him why they always pour
those strange sauces over the lettuce and asparagus in the mess hall.
They ain't nice.
—oscar eays—

—that the dance situation looks
better since they've added that extra hour after the dance. But the
late date possibilities are still very
low.
—oscar eays—

—that Bristol is really serious
about the little girl at Carolina.
—oscar eays—

—that you boys mustn't forget,
this week end is home coming at
Furman, so be a little considerate
when you see all the colored boys
burning through for the festivities
at their alma mater.
■—oscar eays—

—that in case some of them Furmanites are still wondering, he
(oscar) does not go to Carolina and
he sho' hell don't go to Fooman. At
least our team hasn't been tied by
The Citadel.

What Do You Think Should Be Done About
The Riotious Conduct At Picture Shows?

Soldiers and sailors, even in Honolulu, read the classified ads, five
Westminster College co-eds have
found.
The girls, in an effort to keep
the service/ men from being lonely
at their Hawaiian outpost, inserted the following advertisement in a
Honolulu newspaper:
"Five Westminster college girls,
New Wilmingtori, Pa.; would like
to correspond with men in the army
and navy."
Within a short time about 200
letters arrived, from college men
and steel workers, clerks and cowboys, salesmen and lumberjacks,
now in military service.
Few of the letters were "mash"
notes, Most expressed their loneliness, while two sent poems, and
one writer mailed a sermon on
"helping the underdogs."
The students, unable to answer
all the letters personally, have passed them out among other coeds,
who will correspond with the senders.

Jack Boyles (1) Savannah, Ga. ^f,
after they are told, they still misbehave, then they should be busted,
D, E. Grimball (2) Charleston,
S. C. I think th^ cadets who raise
the devil should be busted.
Johnny Marvin (2) Buford, S. O.
If the matter is brought to the
attention of the cadets, they mayv
attempt to remedy the situation.
Charles Lucius (4) West Palm
Beach, Fla. Expose tire ones' who
are rowdy, and the rest will profit
by their mistake.
R. K. Gaillard (3) Eutawville, S.
C. Senior officers in the theater
should take corrective measures.
Bill Peirce (2) Attleboro, Mass.
I think the ones cutting up should
be busted.
Cal Olshan (2) Albany, N. Y.
I think the ones misbehaving
should be sent back to grammar
school.
Guy H. Williams (2) Charleston,
S. C. I think the noise-makersshould be presented with a boofe
of etiquette before the whole Brigade.
A. L. Bonnett (1) Orangeburg,
S. C. I think they should be put
out of the theater for raising so
much devil.
J. M. Roesel (4) Augusta, Ga. I
think a five demerit bust would be
appropriate, if you could catch
them.
Bobby Fowler (2) Columbia, S. C. •
The names (should be taken as a
warning. If they persist, then bust
'em.
R. L. Allison (2) Pauline, S. C. I
think the boys cutting up should
be put out of the show.
M. M. Smith (1) Anderson, S. C.
I think there is so much unnecessary noise, that M. P.'s and officers should be put on detail there
to try to stop it.
S. J. Smith, Jr. (1) Green Sea,
S. C. With officers on duty, I'm
sure proper order could be maintained.

Collegiate Review
Fenn
students
oratory
floor of

College home economics
Western Maryland College has
have a new six-room lab- converted Levine hall, a men's dorsuite on the eighteenth mitory, into a modern, well-equipthe college tower.
ped music conservatory.

Dr. Harold J. Hoflich, assistant
professor of economics at Kent
State University is serving as economic analyst with the U. S. treasury department during a year's
leave of absence.

At the beginning of the current
term, John Karmazin, member of
the Wake Forest college freshman
football team, had never attended
a college football game.

By a vote of 323 to 51, students
Dr. F. Alton Wade of Miami at Catawba College have voted to
University was chief scientist of the change the name of their yearbook,
recently returned Byrd Antartic ex- The Swastika.
pedition.
Second structure built at the
Smokestack of Oberlin College's University of North Carolina, now
heating plant, reconstructed after housing administration offices, will
skirmishes with OPM over sheet build from proceeds of a state-wide
steel supplies, is one foot higher lottery.
than its 154-foot predecessor.
Seniors at Appalachian State
Polish Club at University of To- Teachers College (NC) broke traledo has awarded three scholar- dition to elect a co-ed, Dorothy
ships for the current year.
Griffith, class president.
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Clemson's new Horticultural Products Research Laboratory put this show on last week for a meeting of some
of South Carolina's outstanding peach growers and
marketing specialists. Pretty Martha Goodman, secretary to Professor A. M. Musser, head of the horticulture department, played hostess at the meeting, and
even went so far as to personally feed one of the delicious canned South Carolina peaches to J. J. Cudd,
Spartanburg county peach grower. Shown gathered
around one of the display tables are T. H. Cribb, man-

ager of the S. C. Peach Growers' Association; L. E.
Godwin, Spartanburg peach grower; Guy Blackwell,
and E. L. Ryan, managers of of the Association's cannery in Spartanburg; R. A. McGinty, of the Clemson
extension department; S". W. Foster, manager of a well
known S. C. peach orchard; Mr. Cudd; L. O. Van Blaricom, director of the experimental work; George Prince,
former head of the Division of Marketing of the extension department, and Miss Goodman.

Cast of the Winthrop Senior Class play, "Ladies In
Waiting" are shown as, they rested backstage after the
first performance at Winthrop last Saturday night.
They are, left to right: Sara Ellen Cunningham, Mary

As a fitting climax to his
seven and one half months
adventure as a Aviation
Cadet in the Army Air
Corps, Edward L. Kitchens of Laurens, South Carolina, textile engineering
graduate in 1938 was
presented with the coveted silver wings and gold
bars of a Lieutenant at
his graduation from the
Air Corps Advanced Flying School, Brooks Field,
Texas, October 31, 1941.

Lib Stanley, Frances Ellerbe, Anna Airheart, Jean Hopper, Marjorie Logan, Ellen Bell, Sarah Howie, and'
Eleanor McDermid. Photo by Hufford.

Thumbs up for Britain! The eight R. A.
F. trainees from Cochran Field, Macon,
Ga., who have been visiting in Anderson
this week, are pictured above in the
Field House at Clemson College^where
they were guests of the Clemson senior
class at the concert presented by the
United States Navy Band Tuesday even-

ing. During the evening they were presented to the audience and received a
rousing welcome. They are, reading
from left to right, front 'row: Stephen
Sharpe, John See, Bernard Thompson
Ray Williams, Nick Snowden and John
and Bob Tate; back row, John Buckle,
Moss.

George Campbell, nationally known song director,
convulsed Clemson students again this week for
the third year, as well as
drawing out of them song
renditions

that

amazed

even Mr. Campbell. Photo
by Hufford.

Photos by Hufford.

Iota Lambda Sigma, the industrial education professional fraternity last week
inducted two seniors to membership on
the basis of scholarship. Here are the

two shown in an informal pose. W,. C.
Hawkins is on the left and S. S. Crews,
is shown on the right.

Eight prominent members of the junior and senior
class majoring in agronomy were last week tapped to
membership in Kappa Alpha Sigma, national agronomy profesional fraternitv. Shown ar«» tb» »»***»*

From left to right are J. A. Parker, H. W. Webb, R. L.
Jones, A A. Dickerson, J. R. Burrows, J. E. Boulware,
J. B. Pate and T. C. Faulkner,
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Clemson Journalists To Attend
SCCPA Meet At Lander Next Week
Representatives of The Tiger, The
Agrarian, and The Slip Stick will
attend the annual South Carolina
College Press Association convention
to be held at Lander College in
Greenwood Friday and Saturday,
(November 14 and 15.
Delegates will register Friday
morning. Friday afternoon the program will consist of round table
discussions. The highlight of the
convention will be a banquet given
at the Aragon Hotel in Greenwood
Friday night, at which time the
announcement of the "best allround" college newspaper, magazine,
and news story of the year will
be made. The convention will officially adjourn at noon Saturday.
Miss Becky Brown, Lander, chairman of the convention, has announced that speakers for the occasion will include Ray A. Furr, director of journalism at Winthrop,
E. T. Sheaffer, literary editor of
the South Carolina Magazine, and
members of his staff.
Editor Walter McDonald will
serve as a member of the executive committee of the association.
For the past two years The Tiger
has been awarded the Wilton E.
Hall cup given for the "best allround" college newspaper in South
Carolina. The Agrarian has been
awarded first and second places for
these two years.

—Continued from Page One—
fessors. Clemson is losing some of
its best men because of low standards of pay, and unless a reasonable increase is obtained for next
year there will be others looking
for places elsewhere. To care for
the rapid and sudden growth of
the student body, starting back
about five years ago, it was necessary to obtain young teachers at
relatively low salaries. The College
cannot continue to hold its present staff together without making
considerable salary adjustments. In
addition, the rising cost of coal,
supplies, equipment, and all other items which go to make up the
budget must be met. Some equipment must be provided in the shops
and laboratories, and books and
periodicals must be bought for the
Library. Also, another year it is
proposed to rework certain rooms
in the basement of the library
building to meet the needs of the
present student body.
Clemson's requested appropriation, together with estimated fertilizer tax, represents approximately 50 per cent of what it will cost
to carry on the teaching work for
1942-43 and in addition provide an
Armory Building and install donated equipment valued at least at
$75,000.00. The other sources of income are Land-Grant Funds from
the Federal Government, tuition
and fees from the students, and a
small
amount
of institutional
funds. No request was made to the
JENKINS HEAD
Walter Jenkins, mechanical en- General Assembly for many needgineering junior from Rock Hill, ed buildings, of which a ChemisBuilding would probably head
was named president of the York try
the list.
County Club at the first meeting
of the vear last night.
—Continued from Page One—
At the same meeting, John Sanand books
ders, mechanical engineering junior papers, monographs,
from Rock Hill, and W. E. Stowe, published in part or in whole from
mechanical engineering sophomore the fund.
The Clemson College Board or
from Rock Hill, were elected vicepresident and secretary respective- Trustee, it was announced, reserve
the right to make changes in the
iy.

ASCE Takes
New Members

Class Cuts—Some Say You
Can; Some Say You Can't

Horticulture Lab Has
PeachSurplusAnswer

The Clemson chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
national professional society, this
week elected to membership six juniors and twenty-seven sophomores
who have done exceptional work in
the civil engineering department.
The new members are juniors Bill
Lee, W. F. Sharpe, A. M. Stone, G.
Taylor, V. Tulla and S. C. Webb.
Also sophomores W. G. Albergotti, A. F. Bellon, L. J. Blanco, T.
L. Bowen, R. B. Carpenter, E. S.
Coffey, E. A. Crawford, J. B. Dickson, J. M. Ford, J. P. Heddon, H.
W. Jacobs. R. B. Jansson, H. C.
ones, T. R. Morris, Julian Ott, and
H. S. Payne.
Also W. M. Pitts, E. P. Sanders,
M. A. Shecut, E. Smoyer, D. Sosa,
H. T. Stewart^ N. R. Suddeth, E. Y.
TJlmer, R. H. Wiggins, G. E. Williams, and G. H. Williams.

PC Minister To
Be Here Sunday
Jack Roberts, paster of the First
Presbyterian Church of Clinton, will
preach at the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church of Clemson Sunday, and
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, paster of the
local church, will speak to Mr. Robert's congregation.
The men are exchanging churches in accordance with a recommendation of the Presbyterian Synod that the ministers occasionally
exchange churches for a single
Sunday.
use of these funds at any time,
and especially if they are not used
to fulfill the purposes for which
they are designed, or if circumstances beyond the control of college officials make it advisable to
originate new purposes for the
fund.

By KEN CRIBB
Intensive experiments recently
completed in Clemson's new Horticultural products Research Laboratory have definitely established
extensive canning as the best practical solution to the serious problem
of over-production of peaches in
South Carolina.
Professor A. M. Musser, head of
the horticulture department, last
week told a meeting of outstanding
South Carolina peach growers and
marketers that the research department, headed by L. o. Van
Blaricom, had successfully canned
more than forty varieties of peaches
grown in Piedmont, South Carolina, and that it had proved beyond
the shadow of a doubt that Palmetto state canned peaches can successfully compete with California
cling varieties in the Eastern markets.
SAMPLES
Samples of peaches canned in the
department this summer were submitted to the meeting along with
samples of well known cling varieties, and in practically every
case they compared very favorably
with the out of state products both
in quality and uniformity.
The greatest handicap to the development of the peach canning
industry here now, Professor Musser pointed out, is that the extremely short ripening season of
peaches would limit canning operations to little more than three or
four weeks, unless new varieties replace in part the popular Elberta
and Golden Jubilee.
Growing in the orchards at Clemson are enough varieties with varying maturation periods to keep a

cannery operating on peaches alone
from two to two and one half
months a year, Professor Musser
said.
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
One of the most serious technical
problems in canning freestone
peaches, the elimination of bruising the ripe fruit while handling it in
the field, has been solved by harvesting the peaches two or three
days before the full ripe stage and
storing them at a fifty-five or sixtyfive degree temperature in a building as close to the cannery as possible, thereby cutting to a minimum
the handling of full ripe fruit. The
horticulture department has found
that this storage period will eliminate another disadvantage of freestone peach canning in that it assures uniform ripening and coloring
of the fruit.
The Halehaven, a yellow flesh, Something new in the way
freestone peach which ripens in the
of pets was brought to the
latter part of July, showed the best
canning characteristics of any free- U. S. last year by lovely
stone peach processed this summer. Bidu Sayao, talented BraThe Halehaven is not produced in zilian soprano of the Meany great quantity in j south Carolina. The Golden Jubilee, which tropolitan Opera Company,
leads the early varieties in volume who will sing in the field
of production, is not very satisfac- house November 17.
The
tory for canning according to Van pet, shown with the singer
Blaricom's experiments. The flesh
above, is a four-inch marbreaks up too easily during the canmoset which wears gold
ning operation, the color is a light
yellow, and the halves tend to flaterrings and lives in a purse
ten out after canning. The one
lined with wool. The tiny
redeeming feature of the Jubilee is
animal lives on milk, banits excellent flavor.
ELBERTAS
anas, eggs,, and
grapes,
The Elberta, which furnished by
and is named Titana.
far the greater part of the three
and a half million bushel crop in the South Carolina Peach Grower'!
the state last year, will produce a Association.
"good quality canned peach if handled in the right manner", Musser
said. If picked too early or too
late, the Elberta will not present
a good appearance, but if picked at
TO
the firm ripfc stage and stored at
55' to 65' F. it will ripen to a uniform deep yellow throughout the
flesh.
Attending the meeting last Friday were A. G. Smith, L. E. Godwin, S. W. Foster, and J. J. Cudd,
prominent South Carolina peach
growers; George Prince, former
14 PENDLETON ST.
head of the Division of Marketing
of the extension department and
now with the Bank for CooperaGREENVILLE S. C.
tives; and T. H. Cribb, manager of

By UNCLE WALTER
Class Cuts have long been the
bane of every college student's
existence.
Clemson
students
have found it extremely difficult to meet all the classes all
the time.
The most famous of last words
at Clemson College are, as one
student was heard to remark
only last week, just before he
left us. "You can cut some of
the professors all the time, and
all of the professors some of the
time, but you can't cut all of
the professors all of the time."
It just isn't being done here,
this season.
Ask your Uncle Walter; he
knows. "Why don't you meet
your classes?" they ask. "You
pay for them, so meet them."
Yeah, but we also pay for Doc
Milford's pills, but do we take
'em? Don't answer that. It's
purely rhetorical.
Clemson, being a unique
college, naturally has a unique
cut system. Under this system,
like Hitler's, no one is safe.
Today you're in the class, tomorrow, you're out in the cold
—again. It works like this:
Theoretically, each student is
allowed as many cuts as he
meets the class in one week,
for personal emergencies. This
was interpreted to mean cut 'em
when you please. They tried
it. And again they were up
the proverbial tributary without

sufficient means of propulsion.
'Cause another rule sa^s you
can't cut the classes the first
rule says you can cut. Confusing, eh?
But that's not all. If you cut
a class and manage to think up
the excuse, so much time has
passed that they then bust you
for getting the slip in late. And
ten demerits ain't hay, when you
cut a class a day.
Only one citizen your Uncle
Walter knows has solved the
difficulty of class cuts. This enterprising and resourceful young
man just didn't bother to sign
up any classes at all. When
asked how he liked Clemson under his system, this bright young
man replied, "Pine. It's just
like Carolina, where I was an
honor man, last year."
WISE TO SPEAK
Dr. G. H. "Wise, dairy specialist!
of the Clemson extension department, spoke to the P. S. A. at its
regular meeting last night. His talk
was a "Eugenic Challenge."
BLESSING AT QUANTICO '
James A. Blessing, dairy graduate of last year, has not been
transferred to Iceland as reported
in Anderson papers last week, but
will be at the
Quantico Marine
Officers Training
School until
February 14, 1942.
Blessing was
commissioned several weeks ago.
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pletion of the first all cable line across the continent.
Carrier systems iwill be operated in the cables — one
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in one easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to
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Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew.
Helps keep breath sweet, teeth
bright. The Flavor Lasts^
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SPORTS

Clemson's Tigers hit the comeback trail last Friday
night in the nation's capitol with a decisive 19-0 win over The rebounding Clemson Tigers,
George Washington's Colonials. With this victory the seeking revenge after the South
Country Gentlemen began anew the string of conference Carolina boomerang, turned down
LARRY W. COKER, SPORTS EDITOR
the George Washington Colonials
conquests which was so rudely interrupted by Carolina at to
the tune of 19 to 0. The game
the state fair two weeks ago. Now as for the standings in was played at Washington, D. C.
the conference—the Tigers rate fourth with three wins last Friday night and was slowed
against one setback. Duke and William and Mary lead the down considerably due to a steady
downpour that lasted the entire
pack with unmarred slates.
game.
BLAME THE WEATHER
Clemson got off to a quick start
with Cagle. Tiger right
tackle,
Friday's under-the-lights affair was played in a disblocking a George Washington kick
mal drizzle on a muddy, slippery field that bogged
on the Colonial ten yard stripe.
down both team's running attacks and all but wiped
George Fritts. left tackle, recovered the ball for the Bengals and
out any possibility of gain through the air. Through
ran over standing up to begin the
out the evening the two opposing clubs pushed each
scoring. Timmons kick for the exother back and forth through the mire with the team
tra point was good, and Clemson
took the lead in the first three
possessing more power emerging the winner.
of play. The rest of the
Proof of how the adverse weather conditions affected minutes
quarter found both teams making
the play is shown in the yardage gained from scrimmage. no head-way and the game went
There were only 12 first downs in the game—eight of them back and forth.
The second quarter was slow in
by the Colonials. Joe Blalock caught the only pass of the starting,
with Clemson attempting
night which netted only four yards. G. W.. took to the air a few passes with little success.
in seven attempts—all failures, however another and prob- In the closing minutes of the half,
ably more important factor contributing to the Clemson the Tigers displayed some razzledazzle form with Butler interceptpass defense was the way the Tiger linesmen rushed the ing a Colonial pass and lateraling
passer. They poured through the Colonial forward wall to Craig who in turn lateraled to
consistently to smother the chunker, and hindered the GW Charlie Wright. This fancy ball
handling netted the Tigers fifteen
kicking no end.
yards, but the end of, the half
CAGLE TO FRITTS
stopped the Tiger spree.
"Booty" Payne opened the secBig John Cagle, stellar Tiger tackle, broke through
ond half scoring session by running
the Colonial line in the first minute of play to block
over for a Tiger tally after a beauScott Goodmundsen's kick for the first Clemson score.
tiful reverse from the wingback
position, covering about 25 yards.
George Fritts scooped up the loose ball and went the
The extra point kick was no good,
remaining ten yards into the end zone. The play startand Clemson increased their lead
ed with the ball in GW's possession on their own 20.
to 13 to 0.
Several minutes after the secThis was the second time Fritts has scored this season,
GEORGE FRITTS
BOOTY PAYNE
JOHN CAGLE
ond Tiger score, "Butch" Butler
against VMI he blocked a punt which went out of the
took a Colonial kick and ran it
Stars of Clemson's 19 to 0 win over
yards for the first Tiger score. Payne
end zone and was good for two points via the safety.
back 25 yards behind perfect inGeorge
Washington
in
the
nation's
capscored
the other two Clemson TDs, the
terference
before
being
stopped.
Timmons converted and the Tigers were off to a
itol last Friday night—In the opening
second on a 31-yard run after picking
Clemson failed to gain anything
7-0 lead.
on the following palys and were
opening moments of the game Big
up a bad pass from center, and the
For the remainder of the first half the two teams see- forced to kick.
Bully Cagle crashed through the Colother
with an off-tackle smash good
sawed up and down the rain soaked field. George Wash- The last score of the game was
onial line to block a GW punt, Fritts
for eight yards. Timmons kicked one
ington's most serious scoring threat came in the closing set up by Charlie Timmons who
running through the weak side of
scooped up the loose ball and went ten
of the three possible extra points.
minutes of the last period, when on an end run the Col- the George Washington line, covonials pushed down deep in Tiger territory to the Clem- ered 40 yards putting the Tigers in
son 11. The Tiger line withstood two thrusts at tackle, and scoring position. On the next play
took the ball over on a rean end run was stopped short. On the fourth down when Payne
verse. The kick was too wide, and
the Colonials tried to take to the air, the passer was mob- the game stood at 19 to 0.
The line-up:
bed and thrown for a 20-yard loss as the game ended.
Pog. Clemson
George Washington
Norman
McMillan
Cox
McFaddin
Howard
T.E—Blalork
Just after the start of the second half, wingback
Ziobro
Alabama-Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Tulane
Alabama
J.T—Fritts
Konizewski
Harrv Franklin reeled off the longest run of the evenLO—Padrett
Auburn-Miss. State
Miss. St.
Miss St.
Miss. St.
Seeno
Miss. St
Miss. St.
C—T. Wris-tat
Seibert
Kentucky-Ga. Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
ing after stopping a GW threat with a pass interceppRG—Wood
Hall
L. S. U.-U. of Miss
Miss, t
Miss TJ.
Miss. U.
Miss. U.
RT—Casle
L. S. U,
Snyder
tion on the Clemson 16. Franklin playing safety took
RE—Chinlev
Furman-Geo. Wash
Furman
Furma n
Furman
Del Veeehio
Furman
Furman
QB—Payne
the ball, came up the middle, cut over to the sidelines
Hantnson
Richmond-l). N. C.
U. N. C.
U. N, C.
U. X. c.
V. X. c.
U. X. C.
LB—Craif
Gudmnnrison
X. C. State-V. P. I
N. C. S.
and with some beautiful blocking got over the midV. P. I.
. X. c. s.
V. P. I.
V. P. I.
RHB—Franklin
Graham
FB—Timmons
V. S. C.-Kansas State .... Kans. St.
Kans. St.
Fedora
V. s. c.
u. s. c.
Kans. St.
field stripe and down to the Colonial 30 before he was
Scoring:: Clemson: Fritts
Payne (9)
V.
M.
I.-Wm.
&
Mary
....
W
&
M
W
&
M
W & M
W & M
W & M
Extra point: Timmons.
hit.
Va.-Wash & Lee
Va.
Va.
Va.
Va.
Va.
Scoring- by quarters:
FUMBLE TO SCORE
Clemson
T
e 6—19
Last Week's Averages:
Total Averages
George Wash.
0'
O 0— 0
.800
Cox
Xorman
740
What looked like a bad break for Clemson in the third
McMilla
.700
McMillan
735
quarter was changed into the second Tiger score when Statistics Of Th e
McFaddin
.700
700
Cox
700
Bootv Pavne picked up a bad pass from center and with
Norman
.600
McFaddin
680
> some excellent blocking went 31 yards to pay dirt. The George Washington
Howard
.400
Howard
530
^ slipperv ball went wild and Payne turned, chased it back Tiger Night Ga me
By BOB MOISE
I State game, played on a neutral favored to smash Richmond in
Clem.
Wash
' up the' field, scooped it into his arms, and set sail for the Score
Since the competition has be- j gridiron.
Mississippi State gets spite of their dismal showing thus
19
0
end zone. McElveen cleared the last two Colonials from >'irsi downs from scrim
,«.■,,',. .„.»'„_-■«.
«
8 come so keen in the foetball pick- i ..
4
.
_,
.
.«
"t
.i
the
thumbs
up, from the entire far.
First dowm bv passing
0 in s, the Tiger has offered a steak ■
0
Opinion differs as to the outhis path with a smashing block, and Payne went over Toial
first down?
staff Here s a
4
8
'
Z°°& chance for an come of the N. C. State-V. P. I.
from scrimmage
411
5 + supper to the coach who has the j
standing up. Bootv scored the last touchdown of the game Runs
Gain from scrimmage
lr;r
175 best average at the season's end. upset, though.
scrap at Winston-Salem. Coaches
">3 "Rock" Norman is still in the lead
48
on an 8-vard off tackle smash after Charlie Timmons had Lost from scrimmage
Georgia Tech gets the call over
Net gains from scrimmage liy
163
set up the play with a beautiful forty yard drive through Passe? attempted
7 at the end of the second week but Kentucky's Wildcats, despite the Norman and Cox pick the Wolf7
Pa sses compl e t ed
0 is being hard pressed by "Goat"
1
that little Johnny Bosh is on pack; Howard McMillan thinks
the center of the G. Washington line.
Gain passing
4
() McMillan. Walter Cox was high fact
the doubtful starters list. Kentucky the Virginia boys will take over
Passes intercepted "by
(1
2
INJURIES
Total Net gain
1.V man last week, but his first week's is still shaken and bruised from due to the natural let-down after
1?3
Number of punts
Going into the George Washington affair, the
9
IS average
pulled him into third the lacing Alabama handed them a hard victory. V. P. I.-3 to 2.
Average punt
4>
35
Tiger team was in about the worst shape physically in
last Saturday. It's an unanimous
Another 3-2 choree is Kansas
Punt blocked by
1
11 position.
Average punt return
11
This week's games are probably choice. Tech.
5
State over Carolinas' Gamecocks.
recent vears. Timmons, Franklin. Craig. Fritts, and
Number of penalii^
5
4 the toughest to predict yet; howAgain Coach Howard takes a Norman, McMillan, and Howard
Yards penalized
45
3d
Jameson of the first team hadn't been in the rough
3
Touchdowns running
(1 ever, there have been several un- lone stand as he picks L. S. U. think the home team will be too
stuff for davs. Butch "Alabama" Butler, Capptain
Touchdowns by blocked punt
1
O animous selections. First on
the over Mississippi. L. S. U. is an much for the visiting South Carofiring line is the Tulane-Alabama unpredictable team this year, run- linians; Cox and McFadden still
Padgett, Guard Leonard Jordan, and Sid Tinsley reTouch Football
tilt. Coach Howard gives the nod ning "hot and cold," however the haven't forgotten State Fair.
ceived slight injuries at Washington, but with the exto Alabama, his alma mater. The remaining voters cast their balWilliam and Mary is favored to
ception of Jordan, who pulled a leg muscle, they
Finals Are Set
other four contestants think the lots for Ole Miss.
defeat the Kadgettes frorn. V. M. I.
should all be ready for homecoming.
Wave is still rolling too fast to be
Furman is an unanimous choice ■ by a ballot count of five to none.
Freddie Kirchner.
Intramural. held in check by a powerful Tide.
Sports shorts. Odds—and some ends—The OPM's re- Director,
to take G. W., showing the respect I W & M is riding high after an
announced last night that
cent ban on night football in an effort to conserve electric- the touch football playoffs will be- Next is the Auburn-Mississippi the Tiger mentors have for the upset victory over Dartmouth last
week and may be victims of a "letpower of the Hurricane.
ity will interfere with the Tiger's daily workouts. Hereto- gin the latter part of this week
Next is another all-out choice as down."
or
the
first
part
of
next
week.
fore Coach Howard has worked his proteges late in the afWashington's Mud
Winding things up is Virginia
the entire staff strings along with
be a round-robin
ternoon and on into the night under the lights, but now it's This playoff
^ ^will^
^ ^ ^_ Costs Team Money
North Carolina. The Tarheels are versus Washington and Lee. The
lights out—for defense . . . End Coach Tom Rogers, who I mert competing against each otnThe men who pay the exhas had about all the bad luck in the book this fall, is up ; er, and the winner of the most
and about aeain almost recovered from a recent appendec- \ games in tht first regiment win penses for Clemson's football
paid the freight on ninety
tomv
Counting the current campaign
as the fifth ; P^v the winner of the most games trips
e
pounds of Washington soil last
lom\ . . • ruining LI1C ^
'
.
.
„ •„„+ in the second regiment.
vear, the Tigers can point to a record of 30 victories against | Jt u expected that at ieast halI week.
The thirty uniforms that the
nine defeats and three ties over that stretch. Since the be- ; of the codet corps will have pare-innine' of the 1937 season, Clemson has dropped contests | ticipated in touch football after the! teams wore for their victory in
Capital City weighed ninety
Jnly to Tulane (three), Army Georgia, Carolina, Georgia ^^played, -Jg-eyg- the
pounds more on the return trip
Tech, Tennessee, and Auburn. Included among the victories j since early Q^^ and a ke€n; than on the trip up.
The difference in weight was
is the 6 to 3 win over Boston College in the 1940 Cotton i interest has been shown by the
Bowl game . . . Jess Neely's Rice Owls landed back in the j cadets.
1 solid mud.
win column last week by "blasting Baylor, 54-0. The pre- ;
vious week the Owls were sunk by a one-sided score by
the Texas Longshorns, as revenge for the 7-0 upset given
out by Neely's team last year .... The undefeated major
teams the country over are few and far between after the
past rain-soaked week-end. In the south Duke in the sole
survivor, with Fordham and Duquesne in the East, Minnesota in the midwest, and Texas A. & M. in the southwest
The question as to whom Clem- ment could be reached, The field
still boasting unmarred slates .... South Carolina who son would play to open their new was then narrowed down to Boston
upset Clemson and had trouble aplenty downing The Cita- stadium next fall has finally been College. Georgia Tech, however, did
through with a two year condel 13 to 6 invades the Big Six this week for a shot at settled with Head Coach Frank come
Howard signing a contract with the tract covering the 1943—'44 seasons.
Kansas State. Kansas beat Nebraska last week 12-6 and Boston College Eagles. The date The remainder of the Tiger scheyou'll remember the Cornhuskers were Stanford's victims of the game has not been an- dule for the coming season remains
in the Rose Bowl last Jan. 1st. Coach Norman picks Kansas, nounced yet, but it will be one just about the same with Presbythe early games of the season. terian College at Clinton, N. C.
and "Rock" is the present leader of The Tiger's football of This
will mark the third Clem- State at Charlotte, V. M. I. at
forecasts contest. He's going strong for the steak with an son-Boston College game, the past Lynchburg, South Carolina at CoA
average around .j'OO .... Our vote for Clemson's staunch- two going to Clemson. The Tiger's lumbia, Furman at Clemson and
The place of the Auburn
est student supporters goes to the Senior Platoon. At first encounter with the Eagles was Auburn.
at the '39 Cotton Bowl classic in game has not been decided upon as
Washington they braved the drizzle to cheer the club— which Clemson nosed out the Bos- yet, but there is a strong possibility
Cd.TT&Sf &W»- '&
and, that team took note of the spirit and it helped—that's tonians 6 to 3. This season the that Clemson will be the home
H? Of l?#% <**
Tiger spirit . . . Clemson's Soccer team is rapidly rounding Tigers were again victorious turn- team.
Authorities tried to schedule a
ing down the Jesuit school to the
into shape under Kirchner's supervision. The team was or- tune of 26 to 13.
game with Vanderbilt University
ganized mainly through the efforts of students here, among In choosing the team which the of the coming season, but the
them one Jud Chapin, and Frank Dellastacious, They've Tigers would oppose in the initial plans failed to materialize due
a great deal of consideration mainly to Vanderbilt's high guarecheduled contests with Riverside and the University of game,
was given to Georgia Tech, but due antee which the Tigers did not
il«*Mii;:*:il
Georgia soon. . .
to conflicting schedules no agree- see fit to meet

Sports Forecast By Tiger Experts
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New Stadium Opener Game With
Boston College Early Next Year

GRIDIRON
GRINS
Back in the early football days
Clemson College, coached then by
the famous Heisman, was having
a ding-dong battle with South Carolina, their chief rival. The score
at the half stood nothing to nothing.
The Clemsons returned to the
field after half-time and received
the kickoff. On the first play
the Clemson fullback faded back
and shot a pass far down the field.
Casually the South Carolinians
watched to see it fall and declared incomplete.
But suddenly a raincoated figure raced onto the gridiron,
caught the pass and headed
for the goal.' As he ran, the
catcher shucked his raincoat
and revealed himself as a Clemson player who had not lined
up with his team but. had hidden among the spectators for
this unusual "play."
Chided by the referee—who didn't
know what rule covered the situation—Heisman admitted it was poor
sportsmanship and refused the
touchdown!
Which makes this a real story—
a coach refusing a touchdown!

Chicago Gets
Along Without
Football Men
By Student Opinion Surveys
AUSTIN, Texas,
Nov 6—Recently President Robert M. Hutchins of Chicago announced that the
University was getting along quite
well without intercollegiate athletics. But the game continues to
thrive in nearly every other university and most of the smaller
colleges. Furthermore, the sport as
it exists today has the approval
of nearly nine out of every ten
college students.
Only 5 per cent of the nations
collegians would
substitute the
big-time games with an intramural
program, it is
found in a
study conducted by Student Opinion Surveys of America, the national
weekly
poll of college
thought sponsored by 150 undergraduate
newspapers, Including
the Tiger.
Hundreds of students were interviewed everywhere
from the
University of Maine to Stanford
in California,
with the question,
"Would you rather see football in
your school continued as an intercollegiate sport, or would you rather substitute it with an expanded intramural football program for
all students?" These were the results, including only schools that
sponsor intercollegiate football:
Continue intercollegiate
87%
Substitute Intramural
5
Undecided
8
Besides the old argument that
football and all its fanfare do not
add to the scholarship of a teaching institution, some critics maintain that the game is too dangerous, pointing out that serious injuries and even deaths result every year. Of the Validity of this
argument the American student
body is even less convinced:
Believe football too dangerous
9%
Believe it is not too dangous
91 %
But, as
an Oregon
student
pointed out. "It's easy to say it
is not dangerous because most of
us don't get tackled out on the
field."
Nearly three years ago, when
Dr. Hutchins
began
his fight
against football, the Surveys found
that only 24 per cent of the students believtd professional ball
would "some day be more popular than college
fqotball." And
only 15 per cent
at that
time
wanted colleges to give up intercollegiate
competition. Judging
from the present poll, football is
gaining rather than decreasing in
popularity.

16,000 Fans To
Be On Hand For
Bengal-Deacon
The Clemson ■ Tigers have two
weeks in which to prepare for the
annual homecoming battle with the
ever-dangerous Wake Forest Deacons to be played at Clemson Nor
vember 15.
This game is expected to break
local attendance records with a capacity crowd of 16,000 fans. Both
teams -will be seeking revenge for
recent upsets, and a fierce struggle is expected when these two
power laden machines meet.
The Tigers opened their season
with a mighty display of power
and toppled P. C., V. M. I., N. C.
State and Boston College, before
going down to South Carolina. The
Bengals then
bounced back to
trounce an improved George Washington team, 19 to 0.
After their hapless opener with
Duke, the Deacons swamped Furman, fought to a deadlock with
the Gamecocks, and then beat N. C.
State and North Carolina. However,
the hard fighting gridsters of Marshall set them back last week with
a 16 to 6 licking. While the Tigers
rest this coming Saturday, the Demon Deacons take on Boston College, one of the earlier Clemson- opponents.
Flashy John Polanski, last year's
sensational scoring star, and a lad
well respected at Clemson. marches
against the Tigers for the third
time. Polanski's amazing running
power gained him the title as the
nation's highest scorer of 1940.
Backs Cochran and Perry make the
storm clouds of the Wake Forest
eleven even more threatening. Perry is, incidentally, the present leading scorer of the Southern Conference.
Clemson's backfield is expected to
be back together. The accurate
passing, brilliant punting and yard
gaining runs of Booty Payne challenge the agilities of any back in
the Southern Conference. Charlie
Timmons' crushing line plunges and
Harry Franklin's twisting runs will
put the Deacon line to the supreme test. The return of Marion
Craig to his blocking position has
added to Clemson's thrusts.
Both teams have strong aerial
attacks. Joe Blalock of the Tigers,
and Herb Cline, of Wake Forest,
have both stepped into the limelight with spectacular pass receiving. Also featured in the Tiger air
show are Harry Franklin, Bill Chipley and Harold Pierce.

S C Bowl Game
In Greenville
December 6

On December 6, Sirrine Stadiun.
in Greenville, S. C. will be th*
scene of the first Carolina's Bowi
football game. The game is the
first "bowl" game of this kind to
be held in South Carolina, and is
sponsored by the Lions Club of
Greenville.
Players will be picked from the
star senior players of North and
South Carolina. North Carolina has
11 colleges from which participants
may be named; South Carolina has
but eight. This need not disturb
South Carolina supporters, however,
since star-for-star, the teams appear to be of equal possibilities.
Coaches for the Tarheels will be
Gene McEver of Davidson. "Doc"
Newton of N. C. State, Ray Wolf
of U. N. C. and "Redhead" Walker
of Wake Forest. Guiding the South
Carolina boys will be head ccach
Billy Laval of Newberry, Frank
Howard of Clemson, Rex Enright
of U. S. C, and Dizzy McLeod of
Furman.
The game will bring together on
one gridiron an array of stars, the
like of which has never been seen
in the Carolinas. The list of eligibles includes from South Carolina
such' luminaries as Joe Blalcck and
Bobie Fritts of Clemson, Al Grygo
and DeWitt Arrowsmith of Carolina. Lloyd Evans and "Rock"
Mitchell of P. O, Pat Ingram of
Newberry. Mike Newell of The Citadel, and Jimmy Hilton of Wofford.
North Carolina boasts players of
such calibre as Harry Dunkle and
Charlie Baker of U. N. C, Mike
Karmazin, and Steve Lach of Duke,
Herb Cline and John Polanski of
Tigers look for Dudley and com- Wake Forest, Dick Watts and Phil
Avery of N. C. State, and Ed Hipp
pany to trample the Generals.
There it "is for
another week. and Claude Hackney of Davidson,
Only Father Time, the proverbial as well as players from Appalachian,
"breaks",
and ten good football Elon, High Point, Lenoir.Rhyne, and
Catawba.
teams will decide the outcome.

Neely Says All Southern Football
Teams Not Licked Although Beaten
Southern football teams can be
"beaten but not licked" according
to Jess Neely, former Clemson
coach who is now coaching the
Rice Owls in the Southwest Conference, in a national radio hookup Tuesday, night. A baseball player
from the St. Louis Cardinal "Gashouse Gang", a Texas Ranger and
other sportsmen were also guest
stars on the same program.
Neely stated after the Texas-Rice
game in which Texas swamped the
Owls that some of his players said
that they would like to take on
the Longhorns again this season,
thus showing that they felt that
they could do better the second
time.

The announcer asked him about
luck and he said that sometimes
luck has played a big part in a
game. He stated that one of the
longest runs made by a player on
a team coached by him came about
on a missed signal. In this case
the wrong player received the ball
and ran 50 yards.
Rice has lost two games and won
three this season, showing a great
improvement over the past Owl
squads. The biggest surprise for
the Owls as well as for Neely was
the Rice victory over the favored
Green Wave of Tulane. This weekend Rice takes on Arkansas in what
promises to be one of the outstanding games.
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Elaborate Homecoming Plans Announced
Football Game,
Dance, Meetings
All On Calendar
The largest Homecoming crowd
In Clemson's history is expected to
be on hand for the Wake ForestClemson game to be held on R-iggs
Field November 15. Prom all indications, the largest number of
old grads to ever be on hand for
the festivities will see
the 1942
Tigers in action.
The
following
schedule for
Homecoming Day has been sent
to all Alumni chapters:
CLEMSON HOMECOMING
Clemson, South
Carolina
IS, 1941
10-13 A. M. Registration at
Field House
12 o'clock—Meeting of Alumni followed
immediately by
luncheon in Field House.
2 P. M.—Football game with
Wake Forest on Riggs Field.
J. H. Woodward,
secretary of
the Clemson Alumni Corporation,
has sent to each alumni chapter
a letter in which he said, in part,
"No doubt
you are thinking of
Homecoming at
Clemson. The
date this year is Saturday, November 15, and the team we play is
the same one we played last year
—Wake Forest—and it bids fair
to be a splendid
game as Wake
Forest has a very fine team. The
school invites you to come gack
on this occasion and mingle with
your old professors
and friends
who were in school with you."
The
letter
continued, "The
Alumni Association will have a
registration booth
in the newly
completed Field House where all
alumni
and their
families are
asked to report and register."
Mr. Woodward's letter concluded, "Promptly at twelve o'clock a
buffet luncheon will be served in
the Field House by Captain Holcombe after which
the alumni
will go in a body to Riggs Field
for the game. May we expect you?

New Colonel—

Mu Beta Psi Taps Eight
Prominent Musicians
The senior who has been exW. H. Donly, president of the
local chapter of Mu Beta Psi, na- tended an invitation to become a
tional honorary musical fraternity, member of the fraternity is K. B.
announced last night that one sen- Jennings of Charleston.
The seven juniors are J. O. Dyior and seven juniors have been
tapped into the fraternity. Pro- sart, J. D. Dukes, J. E. Ellerbe, J.
Knight, G. O.
fessor Ben Goodale has been tap- E. Hudson, B. B.
Perkins, and J. R. Thomas.
ped as an honorary member.

Most Clemson Parents Earn
Livelihood By Agriculture
Dick Sosnowski, chemistry senior from John's
Island, who was yesterday promoted to the
rank of lieutenant colonel in the cadet brigade. He will command
the third battalion of
the first regiment. He
was previously a company commander.
(

Tell all your friends about this."
In a letter to The Tiger, Bruce
D. Cloaninger, president of
the
Clemson Alumni
Chapter said,
"The
local
Clemson
Alumni
Chapter wishes to extend to all
alumni and friends an invitation
to be present for Homecoming festivities on Saturday, November 15.
Committees have been appointed
to care for registration, serving of
buffet luncheon, and a sufficient
number to greet all the old bojte."
All alumni who have not secured their tickets
for the Homecoming game are asked to contact
Mr. Woodward as soon as possible, inasmuch as the tickets are
selling fast. Address all letters to
Mr. J. H. Woodward,
Secretary
Clemson
Alumni
Corporation,
Clemson, South Carolina.

EASLEY'S MEM SHOP
HOPKIN'S
MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Cadet Regulations
To Be Distributed

Agriculture provides the means of
livelihood of the parents of more
Clemson College students than any
other occupation, a survey conducted by the registrar's office here
revealed today. A total of 319 cadets come from agricultural families .while the second highest parent's occupational group, the trades,
has 506 students at the South Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical
College.
Manufacturing and Mechanical
Industries which includes Textiles,
give employment to the parents of
296 students, and Public Service

comes fourth on the list by representing the occupation for parents
of 255 cadets.
The other occupational groups,
and the number of students with
parents engaged in each, follow in
this order; Professional Service,
219; Transportation and Communication Industries, 131; Clerical occupations, 82; various other occupations, 61; and the parents of 24
students are retired. The listing
showed that occupations of 102 students' parents were not answered
on the questionnaire.

Winthrop Wesley
Foundation To Be
Here On Sunday

College Kids
Only Part
Dad's Trouble

Twenty members
of the Winthrop Wesley Foundation Council
will be at Clemson this week-end
for a joint retreat with members
of the Clemson group, it was announced last night by L>. H. Hardin, president
of the
Clemson
Council.
They are
Mildred
Brannon,
Mary Heath Owen, June Cannon,
Jean Smith, Etta Prances Ellerbe,
Frances Cannon, Nancy Gregorie,
Margaret Manning, Peggy Howell,
Prances Laney,
Myrtle
Culler,
Prances Edwards, Rae Aull, Jule
Kelly, Sara Keels, Harriet Carter, Jeanette
Dukes,
Prances
Nicks, Nancy Mayes,
and Agnes
Mayes. Frances Laney of Cheraw
is president
of the
Winthrop
Foundation. The girls will be accompanied by Mrs. Reece M. Massey, director of the group.

CHAMPAIGN, 111.— (ACP)—Family financial worries are greatest
between the twenty-fifth and thirtieth years of married life when
sons and daughters enroll in college, according to a University of
Illinois survey.
The college of agriculture, after
examining the home accounts of
473 farm families, found numerous
expenditures are added during that
period.
Son and daughter continue to
need money from home. Clothing
and food expenses stay at a high
level. Long time borrowings made
when father was young come due.
And youthful demands for a more
attractive home require major
housing improvements.
"These few years are going to
mean a tight squeeze unless financial planning is started early
to prevent mortgages and other
debts from coming due at the peak
period of expense," the survey advises.

AULL TO SPEAK
Professor W. B. Aull, of the Clemson bacteriology department, will
speak to the Dairy Club at its
regular meeting Tuesday night.

Easley, S. C.

MEET AND EAT AT

THE TOASTEE
SANDWICH SHOP
218 N. Main St. Greenville, S. C,
Steaks
Plates
Sandwiches

You taste
its quality

All cadets who have not
yet obtained a copy of
the 1941 Cadet Regulations are urged to do so
as soon as possible. Every cadet must have a
copy of the new regulations instead of the usual practice of' having
one copy to each room.
The regulations may be
obtained from Sergeant
Helton in the Commandant's office.

Lack Of Student
jobs Considered
Boon By Poole
RALEIGH, N. C, Nov. 5—Dr. R.
Prank Poole, president of Clemson College, said here last night
that there were "comparatively few
opportunities for the boys to work
their way through Clemson," and
he added:
"Sometimes I believe this is advantageous, because if they had
jobs to take up their time and distract their attention from studying,
fewer of the boys would pass their
work."
Dr. Poole spoke at a banquet
meeting of fifty or more Clemson
alumni, including sixteen North
Carolina county farm agents attending a conference of the N. C.
State college extension service.
He told of efforts to obtain increased state appropriations to raise
the salaries of professors. "We have
lost eighteen professors during the
past year because other colleges
have offered them more money," he
said. "Many others have turned
down better paying positions because of their love of and loyalty
to Clemson."

DY's Tap Seven
Northern Cadets
The Keystone club, a social organization for northern boys, last
week elected seven Yankee freshmen to membership.
They are
Stephen Carlon, Fred
Capalbo,
Kenneth Caughman, John Bucher, A. P. Griffith, C. M. Lee, and
Jack Mintz.
Fred Hickerson is president of
the club.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS
FRIENDS TO

GETS 5 YEARS

Sosnowski Is
Lieut. Colonel
D.'ck Sosnpwski, chemistry senior
from Johns Island, president of the
YMCA, was appointed Lt. Colonel in
the Clemson Corps of Cadets by
Colonel H. M. Pool yesterday. Sosnowski will be the commander of
the 3rd Battalion of the 1st Regiment. A new captain will succeed
Sosnowski.
In the same order the Commandant announced that four sophomore
privates have been promoted to
corporals. The new corporals are
D. G. Jacobs, Co. K-l, 25. H. McCord, Co. K-2, P. P. McNeill, Co.
D-2, and E M. Mowry, Co. E-2.
No appointment has been made
for the Battalion Sergeant Major
vacancy on the staff of the 3rd
Battalion of the 1st Regiment, but
one will be announced by the first
of next week, according to the
military department.

Calhoun Mansion
Fire Only Small
The Calhoun Mansion was slightly damaged Monday morning when
a workman dropped a match on a
window covered with inflammible
paint remover.
The fire was quickly extinguished, with no great damage done.

Kinard Speaker
At Two Events
Professor P. M. Kinard, of the
English department, w.as guest
speaker at the Pickens County
Teacher's Association meeting on
the afternoon of Thursday, October
30.
He also delivered an address at
the Pather's-Son's banquet at the
Duncan High School, Duncan, S.
C, that same evening.

Clemson Man
To England

ELMORE

Bidu Sayao On
Next Concert

MOODY

Pleads Guilty Of
Clemson Thefts
Elmore
Moody,
25-year-old
Greenville man, pleaded guilty in
General Sessions Court in Walhalla Tuesday to charges of stealing money
from the rooms of
Clemson College cadets and was
sentenced by
Judge G. Duncan
Bellinger to serve five years. On
service of two years the balance
will be suspended
on good behavior.
Moody was arrested several
weeks ago after cadets identified him as the one who entered one of their rooms, told
its occupant he was wanted on
the telephone. When the cadet
returned he reported $7 in the
room was missing.
Solicitor Rufus Fant said another charge of
escaing after his
initial arrest was not presseo.
Fraternities and sororities at the
University of North Dakota signed
up 192 pledges.
engineering and while here he was
president of AIEE and a member
of Tau Beta Pi.

Miss
Bidu
Sayao,
charming
Brazilian soprano With the Metropolitan Opera Company, will appear in the second concert of the
Clemson Artist Series in the Clemson field house November 17. The
program for the concert has not'
yet been announced.
The talented Miss Sayao, who
created a sensation in musical circles on her first tour of the continent several years ago, is one
of the most beautiful singers on
the concert stage. She has starred with the Metropolitan for five
seasons, where she is noted as much
for her exceptional beauty as for
her magnificent voice.
Her triumphal appearance in Columbia in 1938 under the auspices
of the Columbia Musical Festival
Association is remembered by hundreds as the high spot of that year's
entertainment.
Advance indications are that the
concert will be a complete sell-out,
and those planning to attend are
requested to make arrangements
for tickets at once. Letters may be
addressed to the Registrar's Office
at Clemson.

Pre-Med Aptitude
Test. Be Repeated
The Association of American
Medical Colleges' Appitude test will
be given again this fall for those
pre-medical students who are interested in going to medical school
but who did not take the test
last spring, John Lane, Clemson
English professor who will conduct
the test, announced this week.
The test will be held at three
o'clock on December 5, in Room
21 of the Main Building, Professor Lane said. He emphasized the
importance of making arrangements with him immediately, since
this will be the last chance to take
the test this year.
A fee of two dollars will be required of each student, payablt
when he takes the test.

NOTICE—JUNIORS AND SENIORS

Lieut. Wade Hampton Wigington, class of '41, of Anderson, now
stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
with the TJ. S. Army Signal Corps,
is scheduled to leave within the
next few weeks for England to do
a tour of duty in study and practice under wartime conditions.
Wigington finished in electrical
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No advance in prices. No charge for holding checks.
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